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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat (1p ET)! We’re covering the postponed March topic: getting the help we
need with/for #migraine. This can mean many things and come from various sources. Questions are
purposefully broad. Preview those & chat tips here : https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Miles For Migraine @miles4migraine 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat (1p ET)! We’re covering the postponed March topic: 2
hours until #MigraineChat (1p ET)! We’re covering the postponed March topic: getting the help we
need with/for #migraine. This can mean many things and come from various sources. Questions are
purposefully broad. Preview those & chat tips here : https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@Kristacatlady Twitter friends, from 10:00 PST for an hour I’ll be joining #Migraine Chat Monday
(#migrainechat). If you’d prefer not to see these tweets in your feed, feel free to mute the hashtag.
#migrainechat just learned today that we can send this warning MMc and cat  

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
#MigraineChat in 15 minutes: 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
RT @OneSickVet: #MigraineChat in 15 minutes: 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton Hi Beth, should I be on the home page? I'm only seeing old stuff. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well
as possible. If it’s your first time participating, you might take a moment to review the chat tips here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is joining today? If you want, introduce yourself in any way you feel comfortable (i.e., you do not
need to share anything about your health). I’m Beth, the host of #MigraineChat. It has been a bit since
we gathered due to a tough month for me, but it is good to be back. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, a reminder to please *always*: (1) include #MigraineChat in tweets to make
following the conversation easier & include them in the transcript. (2) start your reply w/A1, A2, etc.
corresponding to the Q number (e.g., Q1 A1) or quote tweet. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Other reminders: (3) Twitter is public, so keep that in mind as you share answers. (4) Please don’t use
GIFs or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Who is joining today? If you want, introduce yourself in any way you feel
comfortable (i.e., you do not need to share anything about your health). I’m Beth, the host of
#MigraineChat. It has been a bit since we gathered due to a tough month for me, but it is good to be
back. 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hey!! I’m Alex. Taking it easy today in prep for travel the next two days. #MigraineChat 
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Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton Mary in Vancouver. My cat and Beth's are identical. Chronic since 1990 but much
improved with meds and botox.#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Because of #migraine, you might find you need help with any number of things. Finding support can
be complicated. This goes beyond caregivers to include any help we might need. In today's chat, let’s
talk about these situations and troubleshoot solutions. #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton Hi! I’ve had chronic migraines for a decade now and I’m so freaking tired. Glad
#MigraineChat is back today! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
This month’s #MigraineChat questions are packed and there are seven, so answer any parts you want
and come back later if this goes too fast! There were just too many things I wanted to squeeze in! 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton I’m Alicia and actually have some free time right now! Woo! Sorry it’s been so hard,
Beth. Our pets are so precious!! #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Because of #migraine, you might find you need help with any number of things.
Finding support can be complicated. This goes beyond caregivers to include any help we might need.
In today's chat, let’s talk about these situations and troubleshoot solutions. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. How have your needs for help and support (e.g.. social, household, errands, appointments, etc.)
changed as your #migraine disease has changed? #MigraineChat https://t.co/PImY9RItXU 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@DragonSnapped Ditto on being tired. So tired. But also glad to be back with #MigraineChat! Thanks
for being here. 

cannon tekstar  @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton So happy to see the return of #MigraineChat (i hope kitty is making improvements).
I’m Cannon. I have chronic migraine and i live/work in Brooklyn 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. My biggest support need has shifted to being accompaniment. I need someone
with me in case I can’t drive home, and a second set of ears at appointments. This has really taken
away my sense of independence #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie, from the UK, where spring sprang pretty hard then had to go away and
compose itself. We await its return with compassionate acceptance, because we've all been there.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: my migraine is daily so I try to muddle through on my own as best I can. When I
had better pain management for flares, this was fine. Now that I don't, I need more help with errands,
appts, & taking my dog out. Thankfully, my dad usually helps. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Goot to have you back  #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton A1. #MigraineChat I quit working full-time and quit driving. I take the bus and taxis but
always appreciate a ride. When I drove I would abandon the car and ask for a ride if I felt too unwell to
drive safely. 

Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How have your needs for help and support (e.g.. social, household, errands,
appointments, etc.) changed as your #migraine disease has changed? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/PImY9RItXU 
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Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A1: I’ve needed to start asking my husband to pick up meds from the pharmacy for me
more often, since I’ve recognized that it’s not safe for me to drive with a migraine. If I lived somewhere
with more functional mail, I’d try delivery. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1: My needs for help have been much more affected by my other
conditions than by migraine, although mast cell flares do trigger migraine flares for me. Fragrances in
the outside world are the bane of my existence. Even delivery items are often fragrance- 1/ 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. I'm not sure my migraine has changed all that much but as my awareness has improved my
needs have become more apparent. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A1. I pretty much just do what I want now. No shame cancelling plans these days. And
grocery pick up helps a lot. Teleconference is amazing. I wish I had all of this when I was chronic.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. What are some of things you find you need help with most because of #migraine? What things do
you wish you could get help with more (and why)? Is there something specific you always do yourself
(why)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/YCplo3bjPJ 

ChronicMigraine Girl  she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time participating, you might take a moment to review
the chat tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1 (cont.): contaminated! So, yeah I would need less help and be able
to do more for myself if fragrances weren't everywhere! 2/2 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A2. Honestly, childcare. I can no longer just sit on my couch and have a rest day.
Sometimes my husband can help but with him in work and school there’s no way around it. I’m better
about using rescues now though because of it. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Oops, forgot the tag! #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A1. Ebbs and flows. Depended a lot on others for transportation, help getting groceries
and meds in the early days and as I navigated managing VM. Finally regaining some limited
transportation independence now that VM is mostly well managed. 1/2 #migrainechat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@fabriKatie Same! I’m embarrassed to admit that it took me a while to recognize that I shouldn’t drive
with a migraine. And having a husband who volunteers to help has really shown me how much I can
use help even if I technically could get by without the help #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: I need the most help with driving, especially the longer distance for appts. I wish I
had more help with cooking & dish washing, but that's solely on me. I always clean & do laundry
myself because my dad does a half-ass job of it. lol #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton A2. #MigraineChat Just things I need a car to do. I have to get someone to drive me
and the cat to the vet. 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A1. Socially having a niche group of friends who truly get it helps too. 2/2
#migrainechat 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton I need the most help with the “daily tasks of life”: driving, getting groceries, laundry,
cooking, dishes. I need someone to check I’m ok after a shower. Now that I’m a little better I’ve started
folding my socks myself so they’re right.  #MigraineChat 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. This one’s hard. I do pretty much everything myself so I can’t really picture where
to ask for help/what that support may look like. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@sagetoko Can't lie, even if I get help with laundry, I have to re-fold it so it's right. 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Who are your “helpers”; the people that you’ve found to fill the needs you shared in the previous
question? How did you identify them? What does their support look like? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/8cnnl5wtks 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton @sagetoko My husband’s best friend gave him laundry folding lessons after he found
out that he was wrinkling my clothes with his sweet attempts to help  #MigraineChat 

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine 
@beth_morton #migrainechat A1. I frequently need help with driving, cooking and household chores. 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3.1 right now just my parents. Since moving my support has shrunk to just them. I
used to have friends who could help in other areas but it’s been two years and I don’t know anyone
within 100 some miles of me. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3.2 there support looks like showing up as my caregiver to appointments and driving
with me. But it also looks like providing a roof over my head so I can retain my health insurance.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse I think you know that I very much relate to all this. 💜#MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton A3. #MigraineChat Friends, extended family, religious affiliation pastoral care team,
next-door neighbour with van who shops at same grocery stores. Standing offers to drive me to
appointments, shopping, help with things at home. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Wish we could just poof our house over by you so we could be in this together
#MigraineChat 

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine 
@beth_morton #migrainechat A2. Household chores. The house gets messy and dusty. I hate it, but if
I have energy I'd like to spend it with my family, not cleaning. Gardening too. I used to always have
flower beds and a vegetable garden. Not any more. 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2: I need help with gardening/yard work because my mold allergy
triggers mast cell flares/migraine flares.😢 I wish I could get more help with cognitive/executive
function tasks. Sometimes I need someone to break a problem down into smaller chunks. 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. The cognitive stuff springs to mind here. My insight, planning, processing, prioritising, decision
making, etc. all go out the window during an attack. It makes functioning interesting. #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton A1: I definitely mourn the independence I had pre-chronic migraine (and my other
illnesses). Things like driving, cooking, etc. are hard. In the moments where my disease feels more
managed, I do more but it's hard not to push myself & do too much. #MigraineChat 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
@beth_morton A3: biggest helper besides supportive spouse is privilege. that i'm in a position w a
flexible job and that I can afford things like massage, acupuncture, taking time to check out when I
need to. #MigraineChat 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton My helper (singular) is my mom. I lived with my parents *in large part to help with her
taking care of my dad and running our family* before I got sick, and now things are more reversed
than I’d intended. She … well, she’s my mom. She helps with what I need. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: my dad has lived with migraineurs for over 50 yrs so he gets it. He doesn't make
me feel weak for asking for help. My sister & I help each other as best we can from a distance (she's a
migraineur too). I get a lot of emotional support from my online communities. #MigraineChat 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
@beth_morton My mom #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A3: It's all Spousal Unit. I have no other support. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@debbiejsr @beth_morton Yes this is a good one. Because I’m not worried about paying rent a lot of
what gives me more range to manage things is not having to work/have many responsibilities
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Why is it hard to ask for help sometimes? What are some of the biggest barriers or problems you
encounter asking for or receiving help/support around your #migraine-related needs? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/GxUquU8yrP 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton also lately that work flexibility gives me time to spend on round-
robin phone calls w doctor, insurance, and pharmacy. good times. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A2. I want to be able to drive long distances on the interstate again (or have a partner
in my life) so I don't have to worry about how I'm going to evacuate when the time comes again. I
pretty much do everything else or figure out a work around. #migrainechat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4: The hardest thing is worrying that you won’t *get* the help you asked for, in the
short term or possibly permanently if someone decides you’re too much trouble/work. The fear of
abandonment from being a burden is rough. #MigraineChat 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
@beth_morton A4: everyone else has lots of their own serious challenges going on! it's all too much.
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. A lot of the help I need I guess would be social support and *gestures at the world*
that seems to be more exhausting to even try and find than I can manage. And asking my mom
usually is okay but my dads kind of an ass so like, he’s a barrier #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@adelee23 @beth_morton Hurricane evacuations were always the worst. Always. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: I grew up being the caregiver, so my instinct is to make things easier for others not
ask how they can make things easier for me. Also, now my dad is older & has his own issues so I
don't want to cause him discomfort to help my own. I'm my own barrier. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4: Our marriage used to be an equal partnership. I used to be
extremely capable. Now there is so much I cannot do, and I feel like a burden. Also, migraine is not
recognized as a disability, so others are not willing to provide support. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4. Not hard to ask for help, just have to phone for taxi or cleaning
company or someone to have coffee with. I'm fortunate to have virtually no medical expenses under
Canadian healthcare. Excellent family doctor, quick referral to specialists, massage therapy etc. 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A3. My co-pilot (partner) helps with many things, including proof-reading emails and acting as a
sounding board/fact checker when I can't figure stuff out because my executive functioning has gone
AWOL. I'm very lucky to have him on-site. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton I don't have MCAS but fragrances trigger migraine flares. I hate having
to off-gas everything in my garage before I can bring it in. #MigraineChat 

Dawn MA NPQSL 💙✖➗➕➖💙💛 @mrsdenyer 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Why is it hard to ask for help sometimes? What are some of the biggest
barriers or problems you encounter asking for or receiving help/support around your #migraine-related
needs? #MigraineChat https://t.co/GxUquU8yrP 
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harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @OneSickVet @beth_morton I got got the other day by an add on little soap that came
with my regular essential oil order. Completely undid my migraine treatment for the day.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. If you’ve experienced one, what has been an unhelpful or negative response to a request for
help? How did you handle the situation? #MigraineChat https://t.co/D7VIevUhEA 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Support from online communities is so underrated. Good shout!
#MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A5. Not migraine-related, but post knee surgery I remember my dad’s response to
some request being “you know, I managed entirely on my own after [one of his surgeries when he was
younger].” (Cont’d) #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton #MIgraineChat ESPECIALLY my meds! Why do my meds from the big-
chain pharmacy always *reak* of fragrance?!? We have to remove them from the outer packaging. 

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine 
@beth_morton #Migrainechat A3 My helpers are usually family, but I also rely a lot on hired services. I
know I am extremely lucky to be able to do so. I worry about what I'll do if I lose that ability. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A5. Hasn't happened to me. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5 negative responses are a brand over here. I deal with them by stepping back and
writing out what I need, why i need them and some added perspective and coming back to it when
things cool down. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A3. Coworker that I ride with on bad days. Best friends in other cities who offer
emotional support when I need it + keep me from feeling isolated. And drive hours in to evacuate me
out. #migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@HemingwayMuse @MaeNena73 @beth_morton Ugh! Little "extras" in shipments often take me out.
So frustrating! #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A5b. I think I responded something along the lines of “That doesn’t mean I have to
struggle without support too.” But it was HARD and I sure don’t ask him for much help any more. He
also occasionally does this racist caricature “yes, master” routine. Ughhh. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@sagetoko @beth_morton This is key. It's why I struggle to ask for help from friends or romantic
partners. What if they decide it's too much hassle to keep helping me? I've lost them to this before, so
the threat is real. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Because of #migraine, you might find you need help with any number of things.
Finding support can be complicated. This goes beyond caregivers to include any help we might need.
In today's chat, let’s talk about these situations and troubleshoot solutions. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: a common one was 'I won't be here all the time so you need to learn to do this
yourself no matter how you feel.' And dang did I internalize that. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. How does getting help - or not getting help - make you feel? In other words, what is the mental
health impact of needing, asking for, and getting help (or not), etc. (positive or negative)?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/0aAFf6n6D3

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton  like we’re not acutely aware that a helper won’t always be there
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 No one has ever said that to me, but I say it to myself and... same result.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A4. I don't want to sound ungrateful, but sometimes it's the fuss. You excuse yourself from a
committment and get a flood of supportive messages or disproportionate concern and it's
overwhelming. I think my biggest barrier is my reluctance to educate people. #MigraineChat 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6: It can depend SO MUCH on how the help is given, can’t it? Is it a resentful huffy
“here I slapped the thing together” or is it “I took the time to do this for you because I care”?
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 getting help with enthusiasm feels like winning the lottery. Lately, I feel like I’ve
been abandoned and have to pull myself up and that any scraps I get thrown I should be “thankful for”
but I’m tired. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: This month’s #MigraineChat questions are packed and there are seven, so
answer any parts you want and come back later if this goes too fast! There were just too many things I
wanted to squeeze in! 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: While intros continue, a reminder to please *always*: (1) include #MigraineChat in
tweets to make following the conversation easier & include them in the transcript. (2) start your reply
w/A1, A2, etc. corresponding to the Q number (e.g., Q1➡ A1) or quote tweet. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@fabriKatie Wait THIS. I express hey I’m feeling down I need support and it’s an overwhelming
outpouring but once I get past the overwhelm everyone’s moved on and I’m along again. It’s like wash
rinse repeat with it and needs just don’t get met #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A6: When someone anticipates/accommodates my needs, it feels
good. Asking for help is really hard for me b/c I spent a lifetime proving I was competent/capable, and
now I am not capable. I am really struggling with that. Asking for help & not getting it - even worse 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton This capable part is hard because I can absolutely still do *whatever*
even if there’s a harmful expense for doing it and that’s a very complex line to walk #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #Q6. Doesn't bother me. Before migraine I had respiratory allergies since age 11 so
have always been under medical care. Positive. #MigraineChat Only negative comes from "friends"
saying it's all in your head or "Mary thinks she's allergic to wine." 

Sarah @iamsarahhhhhhhh 
@beth_morton A1: Since I’m struggling with migraines i started to see how it affects me and yes I
need help. Especially in school related stuff it is sometimes hard to keep up. Sometimes I need to
cancel plans. The migraine changed my life like a full 180 #MigraineChat #migraines 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse @OneSickVet Yup. Can I do the Thing? Yes. Might it wreck me for days? Also,
yes. So would help sometimes be nice. Yes, again. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Oof! Yes, that too. It can also be very hard to agree w Spousal
Unit what appropriate pacing looks like, especially w a dynamic disability. How do either of us know if I
truly can do the thing w/out repercussions *today*? #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton @OneSickVet See also: might I be a risk to others if I have to do this myself? Yes
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: getting help when I ask gives me relief, and gives me permission in a weird way to
prioritize my own rest. Getting help before I ask is a rare gift. Not getting help when I ask leads to
disaster, physically & mentally, because I'll just push through. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@sagetoko @beth_morton A4. This ^ And the fear of mistaking asking for help/accomidations as
weakness or dependency. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q7. If you need help with something - anything - but don’t have it, do you have examples of ways
you’ve filled those needs yourself (e.g., services, apps, etc)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/boXqd8fbS0 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton A2: I wish I could get more help with cleaning. But I usually have to do it myself, if at
all. I know that I *could* get help with this one, but especially due to current circumstances, I have a
lot of anxiety around letting others in my space. 😞#MigraineChat 

Sarah @iamsarahhhhhhhh 
@beth_morton A2: when it is bad I need help in any part of life. Somebody to look after me and
reminds for example to eat. I wish I could get more help in a way of someone to speak for me when I
am not able to. I may not realise I am struggling and I need help to acknowledge it #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. In terms of getting help with decision making during an attack, it removes a massive burden, is
incredibly reassuring and dissipates a lot of stress. #MigraineChat 
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harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A7. Personally inviting folks to compensate me if my work has helped them has
allowed me to fill various needs. Food was a tough need for me, meal delivery boxes really helped me
and now I don’t need them anymore. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A7: May be minor, but trying to automate whatever I can: bill pay; mail
order medications; etc. takes some of the burden off of me & my carer (Spousal Unit). Also, internet
order & delivery from a certain company allows me to handle some of the logistics of 1/ 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: Any last thoughts? Questions related to asking for, finding, or receiving help, support or relevant
topics that we didn’t cover in today’s #MigraineChat? I packed in a lot. Apologies. Please feel free to
hang around and catch up. Or take a break and catch up later. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. Also, consider joining
the Discord MigraineChat server. When you join, read & accept the rules message (w a 👍) and all
other channels will become accessible. https://t.co/M4zLMAKW8Q 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A7 (Cont.) running a household so Spousal Unit doesn't have to do
everything/go everywhere. 2/2 

Sarah @iamsarahhhhhhhh 
@beth_morton A3: 2 they noticed I was behaving weird so they asked what was wrong. As I know my
best friends for years they learned with me how to take care of me. Simple things like handing in
papers for me when I can’t be in class this day or telling me to go home #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
https://t.co/n5dVg7Fki8 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@iamsarahhhhhhhh @beth_morton My friends were huge in this way. Before I medically withdrew
one of my friends was really good about pulling me aside to tell me I needed to go home and she’d
arrange a ride for me. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A7: automatic bill paying & delivery of basics has helped. But a lot just comes down to
finding the pacing that works best for me in terms of cleaning, laundry, basic hygiene, time of appts,
etc. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thanks for joining #MigraineChat today, everyone. I need to sign off for a bit to nurse this migraine,
but will check back later. See you soon! 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A7. Talking to myself, going through checklists and reminding myself that I've learnt a lot and know
what I'm doing. e.g.: Me: "I can't figure out if this is an attack!" Me: "The fact you can't figure that out,
means it's almost certainly an attack. Act on it!" #MigraineChat 

Sarah @iamsarahhhhhhhh 
@beth_morton A4: 2 hey dude i got a Problem and I need your help. I don’t really know how to ask
someone for help when it regards simple things like household chores #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Does anyone else feel like you need to cling to whatever independence you have
because your disease is progressing so you feel like at some point, you'll lose it completely?
#MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton A3: Mainly my parents, sometimes my siblings. I'm so, so lucky (& privileged) for their
support, I truly don't know how I'd be getting by without them. Having a place to live, financial support,
driving to appts, making food. It's huge. Many folks don't have this. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A5. In the early days, I had some really dismissive responses that I really took it to
heart because I was already struggling so much. In hindsight, I think its because they didn't
understand and I couldn't articulate how important the help needed was. #migrainechat 

(expect RT delays) the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 

Sarah @iamsarahhhhhhhh 
@beth_morton A5: I was told to grow independent of people. Maybe I am dependent on people but it
is for my health. And I am proud to have an amazing support system. I may have not said it then but I
don’t care about you not helping me. There are my people who would #migraines #MigraineChat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I often get hung up on the practical stuff but, as @MaeNena73 pointed out earlier, help
from online communities, is so valuable too. A little emotional support and validation goes a long way.
#MigraineChat 

Sarah @iamsarahhhhhhhh 
@beth_morton A6: 2 not being able to do some things in my own is hard but hey why struggle. There
is an easier way so I take it. Even if my ego is being shattered (exaggerated) #MigraineChat 

Neuro/Queer Cynthia Leigh (Cindy) @cyn_mccrackan 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What are some of things you find you need help with most because of
#migraine? What things do you wish you could get help with more (and why)? Is there something
specific you always do yourself (why)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/YCplo3bjPJ 

Sarah @iamsarahhhhhhhh 
@beth_morton A7: i have an app (Migräne-App from the Schmerzklinik Kiel) where I can enter all the
information about my migraine attacks and in the end it makes a monthly statistic which I can discuss
with my doctor. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A7. Lyft has filled the gap since public transit isn't always reliable. Grocery pick up at
my local grocery (no fees, smaller store, better experience for VM). Meal prep and sticking to a routine
for laundry, house work, errands 1/2 #migrainechat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A7. 2/2 The routine ensures that I'm as productive as possible in case I have bad
day(s) that could leave me without food to cook/eat or clean clothes. I probably have something for a
2-3 days if I stuck to schedule #migrainechat 

Ľ Čajka     @BitterKolac 
I can feel this migraine knocking at the door, but it’s still faint enough that I’m waffling on taking my
med. I can never remember if I can take it before pain hits, or if I am supposed to wait. It isn’t a triptan,
so it’s hard to look up. Anybody else on DHE know? #MigraineChat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A1: (sorry I missed today's time!) - I need more rest. More downtime. Less people needing me to be
on a schedule. I really need space to rest and recover. Driving has also become harder. I need a
chauffeur a lot (dizziness, turning my head induces occipital issues) #migrainechat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A2: really relevant to CI in general; my house is a mess. I'm embarrassed about the status of my yard.
I cook way less & eat out more (or eat junk that's easy). I have disabled kids & a spouse who is the
only real income so I hate to ask them for too much help. They also struggle 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A3: My husband. He's my rock. I am very lucky. I realize that this is not the way it is for many. He
works very long days and 99% of the time will do anything I ask without complaining. My mom will
sometimes jump in and help, but I have to ask (and I hate asking) #migrainechat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A4: I've been bad at asking for help my whole life. A lot of it is internalized teachings from a young age
that asking for help equals weakness. Or may expose family secrets or make others think we are
weak, not perfect. Very hard cycle to break even after 40+ yrs #migrainechat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A5: "But you don't work. I wish I had free time like you do" or some variation of that. Even if it's not
directed that exact way, there are people in my life who work full-time jobs who think my
house/life/meals/etc should be "perfect" b/c I don't work full time outside the home 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A6: Honestly getting help does not bother me. It's the asking for help I struggle with. The receiving I'll
accept! Unless it comes with strings. So many gifts are really debts in disguise. People (often family)
will manipulate ppl with chronic illness this way #migrainechat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A7: As a working class, struggling paycheck to paycheck family I always felt guilty using grocery
delivery, door dash (etc) and eating out. I am better at accepting these kinds of things as tools and not
frivolity. People who know we struggle w/ $? Well, not so much. Judge-y. 

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 

Tyffi Boo 🍓 @TyffiBoo 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 
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harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Yes fully. I can’t always tell if it’s progressing or if I’ve leveled off. But I
want to constantly prove to myself that I’m still here and how I’ll exist in this world is worth something.
#MigraineChat 

Jake Hamby 💾🇺🇸 @jhamby 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 

Rachel McDonald, Ph.D (She/Her) @rachel7mcdonald 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton I’ve been thinking about delivery, but worries if there is a delay I’ll
be stuck, my Aimovig shot is always out of stock and delayed even picking up at the pharmacy
#migrainechat 

Kathy O'Shea #chronic #migrainelit #migraine @KathyOShea1 
@beth_morton Beth, She's really gorgeous. What was the ultimate diagnosis for her? By the way, I
hope I have told you that the only reason I can't join you for #MigraineChat is I teach at that time.

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A3. #MigraineChat I am incredibly lucky to have an enormously supportive S.O. &
parents, all of whom moved from Colorado to Tacoma, Wash., after we realized altitude was making
my symptoms worse. They all do so much for me I'm almost embarrassed about it. 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A7. #MigraineChat I know these things are not available to everyone, but as my
symptoms have gotten worse, we have outsourced as much as possible. We hire someone to clean.
We use InstaCart for groceries. We use subscribe & save on Amazon. Many states have programs for
... 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton most of the cooking, & I CANNOT run errands, so to avoid overtaxing him as much as
possible, we decided to prioritize paying for help with the things it's fairly easy to hire someone for.
#MigraineChat 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
@beth_morton A2. I’m currently really struggling with night driving during an attack. I can’t see well
enough to drive or to even tell where I am on public transit (as I unfortunately learned one night when
they weren’t announcing stops!). #MigraineChat 

Professor Tissa Wijeratne MD PhD FRACP @combatstrokeSL 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How have your needs for help and support (e.g.. social, household, errands,
appointments, etc.) changed as your #migraine disease has changed? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/PImY9RItXU 

Stone Femme Jesse-Chan ♿ @IzukuLeeYoung 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 

Barbara Kelley @bgkelley411 
Making a migraine/chronic illness playlist. Hit me up if you have any that speak to you. Greatly
appreciated ✨ #NEISvoid #migraine #MigraineChat #MECFS #ChronicPain #chronicillness #fibro
#MyalgicEncephalomyelitis 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton Q3. My biggest helper will always be myself, because no one quite understands living
with this even if they try. The biggest way I can help myself is being very direct when I need help and
not just assuming my family and friends will know what I need. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A6. Asking for help and not receiving it is quite literally the worst thing to go through as
a patient. I only ever experienced this at the beginning of my diagnosis and then postpartum, when I
needed sleep. Sometimes a lot of that is just not knowing who to ask. #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2. In my case because it took so long for my condition 2 b diagnosed, Inc. brain
surgery twice, my mental health plummeted. This therefore became the biggest problem,so as well as
headaches the mental side was affected 2 & so better help is needed for this area #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaryMc_Cat Yes! This is the best way to follow #MigraineChat. Glad you have it mastered! 💜 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 Absolutely. #MigraineChat 

Lexi Carpenter @LexiMCarpenter 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton Q3. My biggest helper will always be myself, because no one
quite understands living with this even if they try. The biggest way I can help myself is being very
direct when I need help and not just assuming my family and friends will know what I need.
#MigraineChat 
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Jan 🌻🙏🌻 Droid @jandroid 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 

Marigoldqueen @marigoldqueenie 
RT @beth_morton: Q7. If you need help with something - anything - but don’t have it, do you have
examples of ways you’ve filled those needs yourself (e.g., services, apps, etc)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/boXqd8fbS0 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A2: Never thought if it. Most things I do myself. What I wish is for work days. Having
an attack while working and having to keep on working is a nightmare #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A6: Depends on who you ask. Some will lend you a hand no matter what. Others will
go  cause they think we making it up. Asking for help makes me feel uncomfortable. Don’t know how
to describe it. And it does mess mental health #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A5: “ Can’t you do it yourself?” (getting a Toradol shot for pain). “I think you like being
sick” “You are weak”. All these made me mad, upset 😠. So that’s why I handle things myself (most
times) and keep going. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A4: it is hard because, at least in my case, the majority of people I know do not suffer
from it. Hence, they won’t understand. A few do and I’m grateful for them #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A7: Yes! Apps for delivery 🚚 services and someone that cleans my apt.
#MigraineChat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A1. My need for help has affected every part of my life. But until I was ready to ask for
and accept help things could not get better. Now, I try and live no shame in my diagnosis and take all
the help I can get. #MigraineChat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A2. The thing I need help most with is the grocery shopping, it’s just too hard for me.
We have hired a cleaning lady, for which I am grateful, but I could use help with the cooking.
Sometimes by the end of the day and it’s time to cook I have zero energy left. #MigraineChat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A3. My helpers are my amazing boyfriend, my 72 year old mom who takes such good
care of me even though I should be taking care of her and even my two teenage sons. #MigraineChat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A4. I felt shame for a very long time and that kept me from asking for help. I’ve always
been independent that I didn’t want to burden anyone with my problems. Peoples lives are so full and
busy, they don’t need to take care of me too, at least that’s how I felt. #MigraineChat 

mocy @mdcbsb 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 

Roe     @RoeGraceM 
alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place with light I can
tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using? #MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Eterlin Blue @BlueEterlin 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Curry Kid 🌹 @cCurryKid 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Lisa Mills @WAHMRevolution 
Migraine Log Book: Chronic Migraine Tracker and Journal for Headache Management
https://t.co/Q7IaWvfinf via @amazon #MigraineChat #migraines #tracker #logbook #affiliate
#painmanagement 

MdewakantonMommy @lea_dahkotah69 
RT @notamerryman: I've barely had any migraines since starting #ADHD meds five weeks ago, and
the feeling is WEIRD. Like hopeful but worried that it's just a fluke and somehow I've gotten so used to
having the migraines that not having them is also scary?? #NEISvoid #migrainechat #ADHDinwomen 
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angela mv/p  ♀  @ItsAngInLA 
Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia #MigraineChat - where
are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet have a DX but are
exploring or have reason to suspect? 

rasha abdulhadi @rashaabdulhadi 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

Will_Garden_For_Spoons  @Squeaky_Wheeler 
Amazing how many of us can’t drive long distances or at night . I’m iffy on driving some days I can
some days i can’t but I almost always trigger migraines after driving . 

Cathy Dalton @DuBarry_Mme 
Numbness, tingling, burning sensation in left arm, sometimes progressing to pain Dizziness
(vestibular migraine) Severe neck and shoulder pain and sometimes headache #migrainechat
#notjustaheadache 

Jessica Yaun has ADHD @JessosVoice 
Driving. Communicating with doctors. Remembering to eat, hydrate, and take regular meds during a
migraine. Cleaning. Childcare. Food prep. Lawn work. Wish I could get more help with general
household stuff. I always pay bills and shop. I like doing it. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ItsAngInLA For those with migraine - or suspect they have migraine - please feel very welcome to
join us in the #MigraineChat Discord group. 💜 Link and instructions in tweets below. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MirandaConnon Reading your answers and I relate to all of them so much. Thank you for sharing.
💜 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @bgkelley411: Making a migraine/chronic illness playlist. Hit me up if you have any that speak to
you. Greatly appreciated ✨ #NEISvoid #migraine #MigraineChat #MECFS #ChronicPain
#chronicillness #fibro #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@BitterKolac Sorry I’m just seeing this. It got a bit buried in our regular #MigraineChat conversation
yesterday. The recommendation is to take your acute treatment at the first sign of your migraine
attack. So if the nausea is a reliable sign of incoming migraine, I’d say yes. Take it. 

angela mv/p  ♀  @ItsAngInLA 
@AlisonSbrana https://t.co/ScxJSivLQZ 

Kira @KJK05551620 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

Kira @KJK05551620 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Kira @KJK05551620 
RT @bgkelley411: Making a migraine/chronic illness playlist. Hit me up if you have any that speak to
you. Greatly appreciated ✨ #NEISvoid #migraine #MigraineChat #MECFS #ChronicPain
#chronicillness #fibro #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis 

Patricia 🇨🇦   😷 she/her @rockdigger88 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A2. Someone to check on me twice a day when I, single,go back home to San Antonio
in a few months. AS and migraines are a bad combination. No energy for cooking or not able to stand
at times #migrainechat 

Lisa Mills @WAHMRevolution 
RT @WAHMRevolution: Migraine Log Book: Migraine Log Book: Chronic Migraine Tracker and
Journal for Headache Management https://t.co/Q7IaWvfinf via @amazon #MigraineChat #migraines
#tracker #logbook #affiliate #painmanagement 
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Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A1. Having a progressive chronic illness and chronic migraines I could handle alone in
the past. However, main illness untreated because of insurance reasons, and I’ve become dependent
on others “keeping me safe” #migrainechat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A3. My brother and his wife. They asked me to leave south Texas and stay with them
in north Texas. This is temporary, but allowed me some rest and not to be alone during this period.
#migrainechat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A5. Consulting with an ENT, before I knew I was having vestibular problems, and he
literally did nothing and was condescending when I asked for help. Never felt that hopeless before.
#migrainechat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton I reverted to my Detroit roots and told him he was an old ass man that needed to
retire. Thankfully I found a very good ENT, just can’t afford all the testing right now. #migrainechat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton I’m so sorry I missed the live chat. Loving all the responses. Kevin T Ankylosing
Spondylitis, Vestibular Migraine, and whatever else is going on in my head ☺ #migrainechat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@MaeExhausted A6. Currently asking for Federal and State help. I felt wrong for asking, like “am I
disabled enough”. The entire process has been somewhat depressing, as I was in management for
years, now asking for crumbs. #migrainechat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
I want to create a database of migraine healthcare providers that are recommended by patients. If
you’re interested in recommending someone, please fill out the form: https://t.co/QKkZfdceTX.
#NEISvoid #Migraine #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I want to create a database of migraine healthcare providers that are
recommended by patients. If you’re interested in recommending someone, please fill out the form:
https://t.co/QKkZfdceTX. #NEISvoid #Migraine #MigraineChat 

LittleDeLaSalle 🔞 @littledelasalle 
I call it a migraine #migrainechat 

Kira @KJK05551620 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I want to create a database of migraine healthcare providers that are
recommended by patients. If you’re interested in recommending someone, please fill out the form:
https://t.co/QKkZfdceTX. #NEISvoid #Migraine #MigraineChat 

Kira @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What are some of things you find you need help with most because of
#migraine? What things do you wish you could get help with more (and why)? Is there something
specific you always do yourself (why)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/YCplo3bjPJ 

Wading through treacle @kimisgubbed 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

Marigoldqueen @marigoldqueenie 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Melissa Hung @melissahungtx 
Should I panic that the neurology appointment I've been waiting 5 months for has disappeared from
the upcoming appointments section of MyChart? #MigraineChat 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
Zoomigraine hoping to create practical face to face support pods across every UK postcode. We need
help at home as well as online. There are approx 80k #migraineurs in every UK postcode. #migraine
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid #spoonie #Disability #chronicmigraine #sheffield #Health
https://t.co/dHr8zYN6do 

(expect RT delays) the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

Richelle Sepulveda @Really_Richelle 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 
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Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
Noise is a trigger for me, but it’s the number of sources and not volume. I hear everything and
focusing on a conversation is difficult. I believe it’s a sensory gating issue but haven’t seen it
discussed. Has anyone else experienced this? #MigraineChat 

Lev Raphael @LevRaphael 
4 more essays and flash essays accepted since this one was published. It's been a very productive
Fall, Winter, Spring. 

(expect RT delays) the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @bgkelley411: Making a migraine/chronic illness playlist. Hit me up if you have any that speak to
you. Greatly appreciated ✨ #NEISvoid #migraine #MigraineChat #MECFS #ChronicPain
#chronicillness #fibro #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis 

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @bgkelley411: Making a migraine/chronic illness playlist. Hit me up if you have any that speak to
you. Greatly appreciated ✨ #NEISvoid #migraine #MigraineChat #MECFS #ChronicPain
#chronicillness #fibro #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis 

Rose Richards (PhD), Fully-Vaxxed (#BLM always) @writinglab_rose
RT @bgkelley411: Making a migraine/chronic illness playlist. Hit me up if you have any that speak to
you. Greatly appreciated ✨ #NEISvoid #migraine #MigraineChat #MECFS #ChronicPain
#chronicillness #fibro #MyalgicEncephalomyelitis 

Alyzande Renard  @alyzande 
#MigraineChat Struggling to get a GP appointment for a repeat prescription of very basic migraine
meds. Frustrating af 

(expect RT delays) the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @RoeGraceM: alright, I've decided I no longer wish to be confined to the one room in my place
with light I can tolerate. Migraine/other light sensitive folk, what light bulbs are you using?
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
This interview was 🔥🔥🔥 I loved speaking with @aminnathari. If you enjoy the podcast join our
community by TEXTING the word HEADACHE to 1 845 285 1563. #migraine #NeuroTwitter
#migrainechat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: This interview was 🔥🔥🔥 I loved speaking with @aminnathari. If you enjoy the
podcast join our community by TEXTING the word HEADACHE to 1 845 285 1563. #migraine
#NeuroTwitter #migrainechat 

Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @JosephCoe: This interview was 🔥🔥🔥 I loved speaking with @aminnathari. If you enjoy the
podcast join our community by TEXTING the word HEADACHE to 1 845 285 1563. #migraine
#NeuroTwitter #migrainechat 

Catrina Switzer, LMHCA, MHP She/Her @190Nerd 
This thread and the threads it contains. To essentially say: everything needs dimmers and the ability
to change colors. Natural lights as much as humanly possible. And if your doctors don't have this write
complaints AND TELL THEM IT'S NOT #traumainformed #NEISvoid 

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

Ľ Čajka     @BitterKolac 
#MigraineChat can somebody help me figure out how to report manufacturer defects for Ajovy? I just
am finding the patient portal for financial assistance etc which is not what I need. 

2shoes is capital T tired @aynav_mai 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @BitterKolac: #MigraineChat can somebody help me figure out how to report manufacturer
defects for Ajovy? I just am finding the patient portal for financial assistance etc which is not what I
need. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MigraineBane: Noise is a trigger for me, but it’s the number of sources and not volume. I hear
everything and focusing on a conversation is difficult. I believe it’s a sensory gating issue but haven’t
seen it discussed. Has anyone else experienced this? #MigraineChat 
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Sonic J (she/her) #BLM🇺🇸 🇺🇦   ♿ 😎 🐬🌻🐣✨ @sonnic42 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

Kolt ~plus ça change~ @ItsKnivesOnly 
RT @ItsAngInLA: Friends w #MCAS #pwME #MECFS #POTS #hEDS #NEISvoid #Fibromyalgia
#MigraineChat - where are your nonFB communities that we can direct folks to, esp if they don’t yet
have a DX but are exploring or have reason to suspect? 

godless hippie skank @_Myaxx 
RT @MigraineBane: Noise is a trigger for me, but it’s the number of sources and not volume. I hear
everything and focusing on a conversation is difficult. I believe it’s a sensory gating issue but haven’t
seen it discussed. Has anyone else experienced this? #MigraineChat 
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